Press release
International helo Sauna & Spa Academy

Training offers for architects and project planners
The International helo Sauna & Spa Academy started up in Knüllwald-Wallenstein
(Germany) this summer. The objective of this academy, which was initiated and
implemented by helo GmbH, the German subsidiary of the globally operative helo
Group, is to communicate comprehensive knowledge of the variety of possibilities,
technologies and product details of the helo sauna and spa range to everyone who is
professionally involved with the planning, sales and integration of sophisticated
sauna and spa facilities. Following the completion of their seminar, all seminar
participants receive a qualification certificate, which certifies them as authorised helo
specialist advisors for saunas, infrared cabins, steam baths, sauna equipment and
sauna accessories.
Intensive sauna, infrared and steam bath training
The helo academy’s training concept combines theory and practice in a special way.
The respective seminar leaders not only make use of the modern conference
equipment of the academy’s conference room during the training sessions, but also
have virtually the entire helo range of saunas, heaters and control equipment, sauna
accessories, infrared heat cabins and steam baths at their disposal for practical
applications. Thus planning examples are explained and technical knowledge for
system planning as well as detailed material knowledge is communicated. No
question remains unanswered and, if desired, the participants have the possibility to
immediately put what they have learnt into practice in the Academy’s fully functional
helo spa area.
A hot tip: the architect’s seminar with helo travel expense reimbursement
With an exclusive training offer, helo is addressing architects and project planners
who are quick off the mark and wish to bring their knowledge of planning and
implementation of commercial sauna and spa facilities up to date and at the same
time to gather information about the latest trends in this area. Because the first 15
participants who register for this training offer at the International helo Sauna & Spa
Academy will have the costs of travelling to Knüllwald-Wallenstein reimbursed by
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helo. The architect’s seminar takes place on 18 and 19 February 2015 at the helo
academy in Knüllwald (Germany). The minimum number of participants is five, the
maximum fifteen. The closing date for registrations is 15 January 2015. Decisive for
seminar participation with the reimbursement of travel expenses by helo is the order
in which the bookings are received.
Please send registrations to:
helo GmbH, Hüttenmühle, D-34593 Knüllwald-Wallenstein (Germany)
E-mail: helo-center@helo-sauna.de
The helo Group – operative worldwide in over 80 countries
Helo GmbH from Knüllwald-Wallenstein is the German subsidiary of the worldwide
operative helo Group. As the world’s largest manufacturer of saunas, sauna
equipment, infrared cabins, steam baths and sauna accessories, helo is present on
the markets in more than 80 countries. The company’s own development, design and
production centres create top-class massive log and element saunas that are
characterised above all by flexible floor plans, contemporary designs and energyefficient heating equipment. The comprehensive product range is supplemented by
the helo SUN S infrared cabins with the patented Pure Infra surface radiators, by
professional steam bath equipment and by powerful sauna heaters with innovative
controllers, which are developed and produced by helo in Finland.
helo project – expertise for large international projects
The group-spanning helo project team combines the total expertise of every helo
production plant in the world in order to implement tailor-made and innovative
solutions for large public and commercial sauna and spa complexes for demanding
investors. The many years of experience, the expertise and the synergies of highlyqualified specialists from every division of helo result in spectacular customer
solutions from a single source, from planning to completion on site. With the
specialist seminars at the International helo Sauna and Spa Academy, helo GmbH is
now also offering architects and project planners the opportunity to benefit from this
comprehensive helo knowledge so that they are then able to turn planning projects
and the special requirements of their customers into reality.
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